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Abstract
We investigate the motion of heavy particles with a diameter of several multiples of the Kol-
mogorov length scale in the presence of forced turbulence and gravity, resorting to interface-
resolved direct numerical simulation based on an immersed boundary method. The values of
the particles’ relative density (1.5) and of the Galileo number (180) are such that strong wake-
induced particle clustering would occur in the absence of turbulence [56]. The forced turbu-
lence in the two present cases (with Taylor-scale Reynolds number 95 and 140) would lead to
mild levels of clustering in the absence of gravity [55]. Here we detect a tendency to cluster with
an intensity (quantified via the standard deviation of the distribution of Voronoï cell volumes)
which is intermediate between these two limiting cases, meaning that forced background tur-
bulence decreases the level of clustering otherwise observed under ambient settling. However,
the clustering strength does not monotonously decay with the relative turbulence intensity.
Various mechanisms by which coherent structures can affect particle motion are discussed. It
is argued that the reduced interaction time due to particle settling through the surrounding
eddy (crossing trajectories) has the effect of shifting upwards the range of eddies with a time
scale matching the characteristic time scale of the particle. In the present cases this shift might
bring the particles into resonance with the energetic eddies of the turbulent spectrum. Con-
cerning the average particle settling velocity we find very small deviations (of the order of one
percent) from the value obtained for an isolated particle in ambient fluid when defining the
relative velocity as an apparent slip velocity (i.e. as the difference between the averages com-
puted separately for the velocities of each phase). This is consistent with simple estimates of
the non-linear drag effect. However, the relative velocity based upon the fluid velocity seen by
each particle (computed via local averaging over a particle-attached sphere) has on average a
smaller magnitude (by 5-7%) than the ambient single-particle value.
1 Introduction
Many fluidic systems in geophysics and engineering involve suspended mobile particles of some
kind. Prominent examples are droplets in atmospheric clouds and plankton in ocean currents,
while a large number of technical applications can be found practically across all engineering
disciplines.
Among the many relevant aspects of fluid-mediated particle motion, the settling velocity of
heavy particles in a turbulent flow is of particular interest. While this quantity is clearly impor-
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tant in various fields of research, it has received much attention in the meteorological commu-
nity due to its relevance in precipitation forecasting [24, 48]. The available data, which will be
reviewed in more detail below, shows that as a result of the interaction with a turbulent flow field
the mean particle settling velocity can be significantly enhanced or reduced when compared to
the reference value of a single particle settling in ambient fluid.
In many cases (e.g. small water droplets in atmospheric clouds) the particle size is much
smaller than the smallest (i.e. Kolmogorov) flow scales and the flow at the particle scale can be
considered as Stokesian. This scenario has been relatively well explored in the past, in particular
through Eulerian-Lagrangian point-particle simulations. Conversely, when the particle diameter
exceeds the Kolmogorov length scale and the Reynolds number of the flow around the particles is
not negligible, it becomes necessary to consider the fluid-solid interaction problem at the level of
each “finite-size” particle in all details. This more complex situation is the subject of the present
work. Systems where finite-size effects become important arise for instance in meteorology when
focusing on larger hydrometeors (e.g. hailstones), or in many chemical engineering processes.
Across the large parameter space of the fluid-particle system a rich set of features emerges due
to the action of turbulence, buoyancy, the collective action of particles, and the interplay between
these different actors.
Let us first consider fluid-particle systems in the absence of gravity or buoyancy. For this con-
figuration it is now well established that the particle motion can be considerably affected by the
action of turbulent coherent structures, leading to an inhomogeneous sampling of the flow field.
In a multi-particle system, the disperse phase will then typically be non-randomly distributed in
space, a phenomenon which is commonly referred to as “preferential concentration” [49].
A number of mechanisms has been proposed to account for the phenomenon of particle clus-
tering in turbulence. According to the centrifugal mechanism dense particles will tend to be
expelled from vortical flow regions and accumulate preferentially in strain-dominated regions.
Through asymptotic expansion Maxey [37] has shown how this argument applies to the simplest
point particle model in the limit of small Stokes number (i.e. the particle-to-fluid ratio of time
scales). For this class of particles, the Stokes number is generally considered to be the significant
parameter with respect to the tendency to form clusters [2, 26, 40]. However, Yoshimoto and Goto
[62] have shown that the definition of the fluid time scale should probably take into account the
entire range of available flow scales. Experimental support for this multi-scale view of particle
clustering has recently been provided by the study of Sumbekova et al. [50] who have found no
significant dependency of the cluster statistics upon the conventional Stokes number. Also based
upon the analysis of Maxey [37] a scenario dubbed “sweep-stick” mechanism has been proposed
by Goto and Vassilicos [23] and further elaborated by Coleman and Vassilicos [10]. Since the lead-
ing order velocity difference between point particles (in the small Stokes number limit) and the
carrier flow is proportional to the fluid acceleration, particles can be expected to “stick” to zero-
acceleration points, which is what has indeed been observed in DNS [10]. Concerning finite-size
particles, the data from particle-resolved DNS of Uhlmann and Chouippe [55] suggests that the
sweep-stick mechanism also applies to particles whose diameter exceeds the Kolmogorov scale,
leading to small but significant levels of clustering in their work. Based upon a Lagrangian de-
scription of the relative motion between particle pairs Zaichik and Alipchenkov [64], Chun et al.
[8] and Zaichik and Alipchenkov [65] have derived models for the particles’ radial distribution
function. This type of approach is non-local, since the history of the fluid velocity field seen by
the particles enters the description [5, 25]. Note that the relevance of this non-local clustering
mechanism for finite-size particles has not been verified to date.
Let us now turn to the case of an ensemble of particles settling in the absence of a priori
turbulence. In this configuration a new mechanism for generating a non-trivial spatial parti-
cle distribution comes into play through the effect of wakes. Roughly speaking, at a sufficiently
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large particle Reynolds number the reduced drag acting upon a vertically trailing particle induces
“drafting-kissing-tumbling” motion in particle pairs [19, 60], which – at least transiently – brings
a particle pair closer together. Essentially the same wake-attraction effect is also active in many-
particle configurations, where it can lead to the formation of massive columnar clusters which
reach a sustained statistically stationary state in particle-resolved direct numerical simulations
[33, 34]. Uhlmann and Doychev [56] and Doychev [12] have shown that wake-induced cluster-
ing appears above a critical Galileo number, a parameter which can be understood as a particle
Reynolds number with a velocity scale constructed from buoyancy. The critical value in these
studies approximately coincides with the value at which a change in the wake structure (from
axi-symmetric to double-threaded oblique) is observed for a single settling particle. As a conse-
quence of wake-induced clustering the average particle settling velocity is significantly enhanced
in the many-particle case as compared to a single isolated particle. The formation of clusters as
well as an increase of the settling velocity have also been evidenced experimentally by Huisman
et al. [28]. It should be noted that despite the absence of a priori turbulence, the particle-induced
flow field exhibits quite considerable levels of turbulence intensity even in relatively dilute sys-
tems if the Galileo number is significant (e.g. the standard deviation of the vertical fluid velocity
component exceeds one fourth of the particle settling velocity in the simulations of Uhlmann and
Doychev [56, cf. their figure 6a]). However, the “pseudo-turbulence” induced by the settling par-
ticles is distinct from classical turbulence, as it is characterized by a (−3) power-law spectrum in
terms of wavenumber [12, 36, 45].
Finally, let us return to the actual case of interest where heavy particles are settling in a homo-
geneous turbulent “background” flow. In this configuration we intuitively expect that for suffi-
ciently high turbulence intensity the background flow will tend to suppress wake-induced cluster
formation. On the other hand, the existence of gravity is expected to have a significant impact
on the various mechanisms of preferential concentration discussed above. Wang and Maxey [58]
have shown that turbulence leads to a significant enhancement of the average particle settling
velocity in the framework of the point-particle model with Stokes drag and one-way coupling,
a result which has subsequently been confirmed by various authors [4, 21, 31]. It has been ob-
served by Wang and Maxey [58] and others that particles under these conditions preferentially
sample the downward sweeping part of the vortical structures (an effect which is sometimes also
referred to as “fast-tracking” [41]).
Aliseda et al. [1] have performed experiments with water droplets in decaying grid-turbulence
in a wind-tunnel, where the particle diameter was much smaller than the Kolmogorov scale.
They observed particle clustering and substantial enhancement of the average settling velocity,
the latter increasing with the solid volume fraction. This is, therefore, clearly a collective effect, as
opposed to the non-collective effect of Wang and Maxey [58] and others who have resorted to one-
way coupled descriptions. Aliseda et al. [1] argue that the particle clusters (presumably formed
through the centrifugal effect) settle at an increased speed due to the fact that the Reynolds num-
ber of the cluster is much larger than the particle Reynolds number. This interpretation has
received support through the recent work of Monchaux and Dejoan [38] who have performed
two-way coupled point-particle simulations with Stokes drag, resulting in a similar dependency
of settling enhancement upon the solid volume fraction as in the experiments of Aliseda et al. [1].
Several experiments have observed a reduction in the average settling speed due to turbu-
lence. Yang and Shy [61] have measured the motion of tungsten and glass particles with diam-
eters in the range of 0.4 . . . 4 times the Kolmogorov scale in a water tank with oscillating grids,
albeit at very low Reynolds number (the Taylor micro-scale Reynolds number was in the range
of 20 . . . 30). They mostly observed an enhancement of the average settling velocity, except for
their largest particles settling at the highest turbulence intensity for which a reduction by several
percent was determined. Unfortunately these authors did not analyze particle clustering or pref-
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erential concentration. Good et al. [21] have performed measurements of sub-Kolmogorov size
water droplets in homogeneous-isotropic air turbulence generated by a loudspeaker arrange-
ment in a spherical enclosure. In this system the average settling velocity is reduced for the
smallest relative turbulence intensity (i.e. for the largest and fastest settling particles).
It has long been recognized that a non-linear drag law can lead to a reduction of the average
particle settling velocity in unsteady flows with zero mean [41, 52, 58]. In the framework of the
one-way coupled point-particle approach, Good et al. [21] have shown that imposing a non-linear
drag law (instead of the usual linear Stokes drag) can indeed lead to a reduction in settling speed,
in accordance with what is measured in their companion experiments for the largest particles
(which are still of sub-Kolmogorov size). Homann et al. [27] have performed particle-resolved
DNS of a single sphere which steadily translates through homogeneous-isotropic turbulence.
They observe a significant increase in the average drag coefficient, the increase scaling with the
square of the relative turbulence intensity (i.e. normalized with the translation velocity). They
also show that the observed scaling is consistent with the non-linear drag mechanism, at least
for low to moderate values of this latter control parameter. Rosa et al. [46] have likewise inves-
tigated the effect of a non-linear drag law upon the settling behavior of one-way coupled point
particles. Contrary to Good et al. [21], however, they did not find any reduction in the mean
partice settling velocity, despite careful consideration of the numerical set-up (e.g. the turbulence
forcing scheme). One possible cause for the observed discrepancy is the duration of the sampling
interval, which was significantly longer in the study of Rosa et al. [46]. Chouippe and Uhlmann
[7] have performed the first particle-resolved simulations of settling under forced homogeneous
turbulence conditions. In their moderate-size systems a slight reduction of the average settling
velocity has been observed for particles with a diameter equal to approximately 7 Kolmogorov
lengths and Galileo number measuring 120. While preferential concentration was not detected,
it was found that the non-linear drag model of Homann et al. [27] indeed provides a reasonable
prediction for the reduced settling speed.
Fornari et al. [17] and Fornari et al. [18] have performed particle-resolved DNS of forced
homogeneous-isotropic turbulence with several hundred nearly neutrally-buoyant particles (solid-
to-fluid density ratio less than 1.04) with a diameter equivalent to approximately 12 Kolmogorov
length scales. While particle clustering was not detected, they observed a reduction in the aver-
age settling velocity of up to 55% percent at the smallest value of the Galileo number (measuring
19), for which the relative turbulence intensity was approximately 5 times as large as the average
settling velocity. Fornari et al. [17] perform a force analysis which shows that unsteady forces are
significant in their parameter range. The analysis in the study of Fornari et al. [18] suggests that
the horizontal velocity perturbations are mainly responsible for an average drag increase in this
low-excess-density and high-turbulence-intensity case, hence causing the reduced settling speed.
Finally let us mention the only available experimental data (to our knowledge) on clustering
of finite-size heavy particles in approximately homogeneous-isotropic turbulence. Fiabane et al.
[16] have measured the positions of glass particles in water, while turbulence was forced through
an array of impellers in an icosahedral enclosure. For particle diameters equivalent to 2 to 5 times
the Kolmogorov length and a Galileo number of approximately 13 the authors detected a strong
tendency to cluster. Unfortunately, however, the average settling velocity was not measured in
that study.
In the present study we are considering heavy particles settling under gravity while a tur-
bulent background flow is maintained via homogeneous-isotropic, large-scale, random forcing.
We have performed interface-resolved DNS for two cases with much higher turbulent Reynolds
number than previously investigated in Chouippe and Uhlmann [7], providing the largest-scale
data-sets of this kind to date. The present study specifically builds upon the earlier work of
Uhlmann and Doychev [56] for ambient settling and of Uhlmann and Chouippe [55] for particle-
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turbulence interaction without gravity by maintaining most parameters at similar values, while
essentially varying the ratio between the turbulence intensity and the terminal particle velocity.
In this fashion it is possible to analyze the particular influence of the relative turbulence intensity
upon the particle settling behavior and upon their tendency to cluster.
The present manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the numerical
methodology and the set-up of the simulations. Section 3 is devoted to the presentation of the
fluid phase statistics, while we analyze the settling velocity and the spatial distribution of the
dispersed phase in detail in section 4. The different mechanisms for cluster formation and modi-
fication of the particle settling velocity are discussed in section 5 before closing with a summary
and outlook.
2 Methodology
We simulate the motion of multiple particles in forced homogeneous isotropic turbulence with
the aid of the Immersed Boundary Method of Uhlmann [53] coupled to the turbulence forcing of
Eswaran and Pope [13]. This configuration has been previously investigated at lower Reynolds
number in Chouippe and Uhlmann [7] and in the absence of gravity in Uhlmann and Chouippe
[55] while using the same methodology. The flow is governed by the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations (eq. 1 and 2) where u denotes the fluid velocity, ρ f and ν its density and kine-
matic viscosity (which are both supposed to be constant). The forcing term F in the momentum
equation accounts for the turbulence forcing f(t) and the influence of the particles on the flow
f(ibm).
∂u
∂t
+ (u · ∇)u+ 1
ρ f
∇p = ν∇2u+F (1)
∇ · u = 0 (2)
F = f(t) + f(ibm) (3)
The solver employs a fractional step method with an implicit treatment of the viscous term
(Crank-Nicolson) and a three step Runge Kutta method for the nonlinear terms. The spatial
discretization relies on a second order finite differences method on a staggered mesh with a uni-
form discretization in the three directions. The forcing term f(ibm) imposes the fluid velocity to
be equal to the local particle velocity at the particle surface according to the Immersed Boundary
Method of Uhlmann [53]. The motion of the particles is computed by the time integration of
the Newton equation for the linear and angular motion. We focus here on very dilute regimes
and treat collisions with a simple repulsive force mechanism [20]. The background flow is forced
by the large scale turbulence forcing of Eswaran and Pope [13]. It consists in adding a forcing
term f(t) in the momentum equation that randomly forces the largest scales of the flow, and more
specifically every wavenumber smaller than a given wavenumber κ f . In the absence of buoyancy
effects this would lead to the development of a homogeneous isotropic turbulent flow. For more
details on the forcing method and its implementation in physical space in an IBM framework the
reader is referred to [7].
The main physical parameters of the dispersed and continuous phases are given in the table 1.
The characteristics of the background flow are given in terms of the Reynolds number Reλ, Kol-
mogorov length scale η and velocity scale of the turbulence urms. We use the following notation
to distinguish between particle and fluid velocity. u = (ux, uy, uz)T refers to the fluid velocity
and v(i) = (v(i)x , v
(i)
y , v
(i)
z )
T to the velocity of ith the particle. We introduce the operator 〈.〉Ω f
corresponding to space-averaging over regions occupied by the fluid, and use the decomposition
u(x, t) = 〈u〉Ω f (x, t) + u
′
(x, t) (4)
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case Ga D/ηSP D/ηTP ReSPλ Re
TP
λ Φs ρp/ρ f u
SP
rms/ug uTPrms/ug initial positions source
G178-R95 178 6.8 1.5 94.76 35.12 0.005 1.5 0.19 0.22 final state of G178 present
G180-R140 180 8.5 2.6 142.2 64.37 0.005 1.5 0.29 0.31 random present
G178 178 − 0.69 0 170.2 0.005 1.5 0 0.23 random [56]
G0-R120 0 5.5 5.5 119.0 116.8 0.005 1.5 ∞ ∞ random [55]
R95 − − − 94.76 − 0 − − − − present
R140 − − − 142.2 − 0 − − − − [7]
R120 − − − 119 − 0 − − − − [55]
Table 1: Main physical parameters of the cases investigated in the present study: Galileo number Ga, length
scale ratio D/η, Taylor-scale Reynolds number Reλ = λurms/ν, global solid volume fraction Φs, density
ratio ρp/ρ f , and resulting velocity ratio urms/ug. For each quantity resulting from the flow characteristics
(η, Reλ,urms), the distinction is made between the value in single phase configuration and particle laden
configuration with the respective SP and TP subscripts. Two types of initializations have been used for the
particle positions: they are either randomly distributed in the domain or initialized with the final set of
position of the case G178 which features columnar accumulation.
The dissipation ε is then defined by
ε(t) = 2ν〈S′ijS
′
ij〉Ω f , with Sij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
, (5)
and the kinetic energy of the fluctuation k as well as the characteristic velocity scale urms accord-
ing to
k(t) =
1
2
〈u′ · u′〉Ω f =
3
2
u2rms (6)
From those quantities we define the Kolmogorov length scale η = (ν3/ε)1/4, the Taylor mi-
croscale λ = (15νu2rms/ε)1/2, the corresponding Reynolds number Reλ = λurms/ν, the large-
eddy length scale L = k3/2/ε, the large-eddy turnover time τe = u2rms/ε, the Kolmogorov time
scale τη = (ν/ε)1/2. We will make the distinction between scales related to the corresponding
single phase simulation (which is obtained with exactly the same forcing conditions, but no par-
ticles) and scales of the particle laden configurations with the subscripts SP and TP respectively.
In a single phase configuration the system would be parametrized by the Reynolds number Reλ
while a multi-particle system requires additional four non-dimensional parameters. We propose
to use the density ratio ρp/ρ f of the particle with respect to the fluid, the length scale ratio D/η
(D being the diameter of the particles) the solid volume fraction φs = NpVp/LxLyLz (where
Np is the number of particles, Vp = piD3/6 their volume, and Li the size of the domain in the
direction i), and the Galileo number defined by Ga = ugD/ν with ug = (|ρp/ρ f − 1||g|D)1/2 the
gravitational velocity scale.
The Galileo number can be thought of as a Reynolds number built with ug. In the case of
one single spherical particle falling in a still fluid, its wake is known to follow different regimes
according to the Galileo number: for the lowest Ga the particle fall straight and its wake is steady
axisymmetric. Then when Ga increases the wake loses its axisymmetry to become planar sym-
metric and the particle follows an oblique path. This regime is known as the steady oblique
regime. A further increase of the Galileo number will make the regime become unsteady with
the oblique oscillating regime and followed then by the chaotic regime [32]. For a density ratio
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Name κ f /κ1 TLν/L2x e∗L4x/ν3
G178-R95 and R95 3.91 1.00× 10−4 5.14× 108
G180-R140 and R140 2.5 5.94× 10−5 3.52× 109
G0-R120 and R120 3.61 5.37× 10−5 1.31× 109
Table 2: Imposed parameters used for the forcing of the background turbulence with the method of [13]
with the notation of [7]: forcing cutoff wavenumber κ f normalized by the smallest discrete wavenumber κ1
in the horizontal direction, characteristic time of the random forcing TL, dissipation-rate parameter ε∗
of ρp/ρ f =1.5 and a Galileo number of 180 one particle would follow the steady oblique regime.
In the case of multi-particle settling, for a solid volume fraction φs = 0.005 this Galileo number is
characterized by the formation of columnar clusters and an enhancement of the settling velocity
[28, 56].
In the current paper we consider three types of configurations: they can be either purely af-
fected by the settling, or purely by the turbulence, or affected by the interaction of both settling
and turbulence. The background turbulence is forced for the cases G178-R95, G180-R140 and G0-
R120 with a Galileo number of 178 and 180 for the cases G178-R95, G180-R140, and no influence
of gravity (Ga = 0) for G0-R120. In order to estimate the influence of the particle induced tur-
bulence we also included the case G178 corresponding to multiple particle settling in an initially
ambient flow. This case has been previously characterized in the former work of Uhlmann and
Doychev [56], and is characterized by the formation of columnar clusters, large scale columnar
fluid structures and an enhancement of the settling velocity. The parameters of the cases G178
and G178-R95 differ therefore only by the nature of the background turbulence: while cases G178
features only particle-induced turbulence (also called pseudo-turbulence [36, 44, 45]), the back-
ground flow of G178-R95 results in the interaction of the forced and the particle-induced turbu-
lence. Cases G178-R95 and G180-R140 differ by the scales of the resulting forced turbulence that
would be obtained in a single-phase configuration and consequently by the turbulence intensity
I which we define as the ratio between the characteristic velocity urms and settling velocity of one
single particle falling in a still fluid.
The turbulence forcing is parametrized by the largest wavenumber forced, κ f , by a timescale
TL and a coefficient ε∗ which controls the amplitude of this forcing [7, 13]. The coefficients used
for the different cases are listed in a dimensionless form in table 2.
The numerical parameters are listed in table 3. We use periodic boundary conditions in the
three directions and the cases with non-zero Galileo numbers have a computational domain
elongated in the vertical direction in order to reduce the effect of periodicity in the presence of
vertically-elongated structures; this point will be further discussed in section 3. For those cases
we used a discretization at the particle scale D/∆x = 24 in accordance to the former work of
Uhlmann and Dušek [57] and Uhlmann and Doychev [56], while the case without gravity uses
D/∆x = 16 [55].
The particles of the cases G178, G180-R140, and G0-R120 are initially randomly distributed.
We tested the resistance of the clusters formed in G178 to turbulence by using the final state of
G178 as an initial state for G178-R95. Figure 1 gives a visual impression of both types of initial
positions (columnar vs random). In G178-R95 the system starts with developed columns of par-
ticles and the associated particle-induced turbulence, then the turbulence is activated. In a single
phase case, turbulence is known to become homogeneous isotropic after a transient phase of typ-
ically 3 large-eddy time scales [7, 13] and we ensured our computations to have an observation
time larger than 8τe. In the case G180-R140 we proceeded conversely: turbulence is forced until
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Name Np Nx × Ny × Nz Lz/Lx LSP/Lx ηSP/∆x Lx/D D/∆x Tobs/τSPe Tobs/τp Tobs/τg
G178-R95 11867 2048× 2048× 4096 2 0.39 3.57 85 24 8.7 53.28 837
G180-R140 11868 2048× 2048× 4096 2 0.56 2.82 85 24 14.9 90.64 1350
G178 11867 2048× 2048× 4096 2 − − 85 24 − 98.98 1472
G0-R120 20026 2048× 2048× 2048 1 0.43 2.89 128 16 25.0 460.64 −
R95 0 1024× 1024× 1024 1 0.39 3.57 − − 28.5 − −
R140 0 512× 512× 512 1 0.56 0.704 − − 80.5 − −
R120 0 512× 512× 512 1 0.43 0.73 − − 24.3 − −
Table 3: Main numerical parameters used for the present simulations: Number of particles Np, extent Li
of the domain in the direction i and corresponding number of Eulerian grid points Ni, elongation of the
domain in the vertical direction Lz/Lx, ratio between the single phase large-eddy length scale and box size
LSP/Lx and between the single phase Kolmogorov length scale and grid width ηSP/∆x, observation time
Tobs normalized by the single phase large-eddy time scale τSPe , particle time scale τp = D2ρp/(18νρ f ) and
gravitational time scale τg = D/ug. For all cases the length of the domain in both horizontal directions are
set to be equal (Lx = Ly).
statistically steady state is reached, then we add the particle and keep them fixed with respect to
the computational grid while adding a constant positive vertical velocity wsh to the initial flow.
During this phase the space resolution is low D/∆x = 12, then we increase the resolution to
D/∆x = 24 by linear interpolation and release the particles. For both cases G178-R95 and G180-
R140 the turbulence forcing is adapted to account for this shift in the vertical component of the
velocity [7]. The cases with 20482× 4096 grid points required roughly 10 million core-hours each
on 8000 processor cores at LRZ Munich, Germany. Apart from differing in the initial condition,
the cases G178-R95 and G180-R140 also differ by the Reynolds number of the forced turbulence,
and, as a consequence, the resulting turbulence intensity urms/VT differs from 0.14 to 0.22, and
D/η is slightly different (6.8 vs 8.5 cf. tables 1 and 4).
3 Description of the fluid phase
We discuss in this section the behaviour of the fluid phase, focusing first on the evolution of the
energy budget and the modification of the scales of the background flow, and then moving on to
the description of the coherent flow structures.
3.1 Influence of the particles on the background flow
We propose to focus first on the energy budget in order to discuss how particles affect the global
scales of the flow. For this we introduce the instantaneous kinetic energy Ek(t) = u · u/2. Its
transport equation can be derived from the momentum equation 1 and then integrated over the
entire domain Ω (occupied by both fluid and particles) with the space averaging operator 〈.〉Ω
[7]. This leads to:
d 〈Ek〉Ω
dt
= −εΩ + ψ(t) + ψ(p) (7)
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where εΩ(t) = 2ν〈S′ijS
′
ij〉Ω is the instantaneous box-averaged dissipation, ψ(t)(t) =
〈
u · f(t)
〉
the
work done by the turbulence forcing and ψ(p) the fluid-particle coupling term (eq. 8).
ψ(p)(t) =
〈
u · f(ibm)
〉
Ω
− 〈u〉Ω ·
〈
f(ibm)
〉
Ω
(8)
Figure 2 gives the time evolution of the different terms in the budget of the volume averaged
kinetic energy, scaled by the equivalent single phase dissipation εSP. Our previous works [7, 55]
showed that in the absence of gravity, and for D/η andΦs of similar range as the values explored
in the current paper, the budget is barely affected by the presence of the particles and the system
can be consequently seen as macroscopically one-way coupled. For a given non-zero Galileo
number we observe here that the energy budget, and more specifically the dissipation, gets more
affected while decreasing D/η. This can be emphasized by developing the fluid-particle forcing
term into three contributions [7]:
ψ(p)(t) = φs
(
ρp
ρ f
− 1
)
urel,Ω · g+ ψ(p)accel(t) + ψ
(p)
coll(t) , (9)
with the apparent slip velocity urel,Ω = 〈v(i)〉p − 〈u〉Ω (where the operator 〈.〉p refers to the
average over the particles), ψ(p)accel the contribution due to particle acceleration and ψ
(p)
coll the con-
tribution due to inter-particle collisions. The reader is referred to the appendix of Chouippe
and Uhlmann [7] for more details on the derivation of eq. 9. In the dilute regime, the term
ψ
(p)
accel(t) + ψ
(p)
coll(t) is negligible compared to ψ
(p)
pot(t) = φs
(
ρp
ρ f
− 1
)
urel,Ω · g, which can be nor-
malized according to
ψ
(p)
pot
εSP
= φsGa3
(
D
ηSP
)−4 wrel,Ω
ug
(10)
Interestingly, if we propose to estimate, as a first level of approximation, the relative velocity
wrel ≈ VSNT with VSNT the terminal velocity of one single particle estimated according to the drag
law of Schiller and Naumann [47] it turns to give ψ(p)/ψSNpot ∼ 0.94(0.92) for G178-R95 (G180-
R140). As φs, Ga, VSNT /ug have the same order of magnitude for both cases, this shows the
importance of D/ηSP on the enhancement of the dissipation level. The estimate that the aver-
age settling velocity is equal to the terminal settling velocity of a single particle in ambient fluid
(wrel ≈ VSNT ) is reasonable; below we will find that for relative turbulence intensities around 0.2
deviations of the order of one percent are observed, while in the absence of background turbu-
lence the difference amounts to 12 percent (cf. section 4.1).
Once averaged over the domain filled by the fluid we get a ratio for the two-phase dissipation
εTPΩ f
/εSP of the order of 18 for G178-R95 and 6.4 for G180-R140. We observe that the turbulence
forcing power input is barely affected by the presence of the particles meaning that the main dis-
crepancy is carried by ψ(p). We introduce a surrogate dissipation ε˜SP = εTPΩ − ψ(p), and observe
that it equals 0.88εSP for G178-R95 and 1.02εSP for G180-R140. As a first level of approximation
the increase of the dissipation to be observed on figure 7 would follow εSP ∼ εTPΩ − ψSNpot which
attributes this increase to the release of potential energy of the particles during the settling, in
accordance with the former observations of Chouippe and Uhlmann [7] and Hwang and Eaton
[30].
Figure 3 gives the evolution of the autocorrelation of the fluid velocity fluctuations in the
z-coordinate direction. In Chouippe and Uhlmann [7] we have seen that the single phase con-
figuration with elongated domains in the vertical direction follows its cubic equivalent up to
distances equal to the maximal separation in the direction x (Lx/2) where we observe almost no
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Name uSPrms/VT uTPrms/VT uTPrms,hor/VT u
TP
rms,ver/VT VturbT /VT vrms,hor/VT vrms,ver/VT
G178-R95 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.20 1.011 0.19 0.18
G180-R140 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.25 0.994 0.30 0.22
G178 − 0.17 0.09 0.27 1.12 0.08 0.26
Table 4: Scales of the fluid velocity u and the particle velocity v, scaled by the settling velocity of one particle
falling in quiescent fluid VT . The velocity VturbT corresponds to the terminal velocity for multiparticle settling
in forced turbulence 〈|wrel |〉t.
correlation, then the autocorrelation follows a monotonic increase until the maximal separation.
This behavior is to be interpreted as a signature of the turbulence forcing that injects energy for
every two modes in the z-direction, and is conserved in the turbulent particle-laden cases: Rww
first decreases until Lx/2 where the correlation is weak (this point is consistent with the single
phase case R95), and then increases monotonically until the maximal separation where we ob-
serve that the flow is not fully decorrelated. The successive decrease and increase can hence be
attributed to the forcing scheme, but the amount of correlation at the maximal separation is also
a consequence of the wakes influence. Indeed in the pure multiparticle case G178 we observe
that the flow does not fully decorrelate [56]. The level of correlation at Lx/2 also monotonically
increases with uTPver,rms/ug, which is counter-intuitive as one would expect turbulence to decrease
the influence of the wakes. This trend can still be seen as a signature of particles, and more
specifically to the formation of clusters, which will be discussed in the next section, since we ob-
serve that the level of autocorrelation actually increases with the clustering level. Uhlmann and
Doychev [56] have suggested to increase the domain size in the vertical direction to decrease this
correlation, but they also estimated that even an elongation of Lz/Lx = 8 would be insufficient
to resolve this issue.
We now turn to the influence of the forced turbulence and the wakes on the scales of the
flow velocity. Two contributions are here in competition as noted by previous authors [7, 30,
51]: on the one hand the increase of the dissipation due to the gradients at the fluid-particle
interface should tend to decrease the level of turbulent kinetic energy, but on the other hand the
development of the wakes should induce the formation of small scale structures which increases
velocity fluctuations. Table 4 gives the values for the ratios between the fluctuating velocities
and settling velocity for both fluid and particle phases. We first observe that particles at the
current Galileo numbers tend to globally enhance the fluctuating velocity as uTPrms is larger than
uSPrms for both G178-R95 and G180-R140 cases. We choose to split the amount of fluctuations
into its horizontal and vertical fluctuations, respectively uTPrms,hor = [0.5((u
′
x)
2 + (u
′
y)
2)]1/2 and
uTPrms,ver = ((u
′
z)
2)1/2. We observe that the horizontal contribution is of the same order as its
single phase equivalent, meaning that the wakes mostly affect the vertical component of velocity
fluctuations. Besides the turbulent cases feature lower anisotropy levels than in the pure multi-
particle settling, with a ratio uTPrms,ver/uTPrms,hor ≈ 1.61 for G178-R95 and 1.19 for G180-R140, while
uTPrms,ver/uTPrms,hor ≈ 9.90 for the original Ga178 configuration.
Despite this clear anisotropy of the flow we use the standard definitions of the Kolmogorov
length scale, Taylor micro scale, fluctuating velocity and associated Reynolds number. The in-
crease of the dissipation and the formation of small scale structures in the wakes leads on one
side to an increase of the Kolmogorov length scale ηTP, but on the other side hardly affects the
level of turbulent kinetic energy. This point can be partially attributed to the fact that the level
of fluctuations induced by the particles uTPrms of the pure settling case G178 is actually of the
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same order as the level of fluctuations uSPrms used to force turbulence in the case G178-R95. The
amount of particle-induced turbulence is therefore probably not strong enough to induce by it-
self larger modifications of the fluctuations amplitude. We also introduced two Taylor micro scale
deduced from the transverse autocorrelation functions, namely λhor and λver respectively related
toRuu(rz) andRww(rx). Based on this we introduce two separate Reynolds numbers to account
for the anisotropy, namely:
ReTPλ,hor =
λhor uTPrms,hor
ν
(11)
ReTPλ,ver =
λver uTPrms,ver
ν
. (12)
(13)
The resulting Reynolds numbers are listed in table 5.
We observe that the Taylor microscale in the horizontal direction are closer to the single phase
Name ReTPλ,hor Re
TP
λ,ver
G178-R95 90.00 63.03
G180-R140 168.52 107.50
G178 31.64 108.55
Table 5: Two-Phase Reynolds numbers computed according to equations 11 and 12 for which the Taylor
microscale has been deduced from the transverse two-point correlations. The distinction is also made for
the characteristic fluctuating velocities in the horizontal and vertical directions.
value while it is closer in the vertical direction to the pure multiparticle settling configuration,
resulting in an increase of the Taylor microscale in the horizontal direction and a decrease in the
vertical direction. We observed that the presence of the particles barely affects the amplitude of
the horizontal fluctuations and tend to increase this amplitude in the vertical direction. This ex-
plains that the presence of the particles tends to increase the Reynolds numbers in the horizontal
direction and decreases them in the vertical direction.
3.2 Large and small scale structures of the flow
We now consider the turbulent structures, and propose for this to base our analysis on the Q
criterion proposed by Hunt et al. [29], and defined as Q = ui,iui,i/2− ui,juj,i/2. Figure 4 gives
the probability distribution of Q; the figure also states the values of the corresponding stan-
dard deviations scaled by ωrms (defined as ωrms =
√
ε/ν). It shows that turbulence tends to
increase the amplitude of the peak of Q compared to the mutliparticle settling case G178. The
presence of the particles increases the standard deviation of Q due to the enhancement of the
velocity gradients at the surface of the particles. We represent the coherent structures by isocon-
tours of Q taken at a given threshold of the standard deviation (blue contours on figures 5 and
6). We chose as threshold 1.5σ(Q) in the absence of gravity and 0.5σ(Q) for the settling cases.
The adjustment of the threshold for the settling cases was motivated by the choice to stay at a
roughly equal probability to meet the corresponding Q among the cases (i.e. the depicted iso-
surfaces roughly enclose the same total volumes in figures 5 and 6). The visualizations feature
the well known elongated worm-like vortices for both single phase and particle-laden configu-
rations (figures 5 and 6). Uhlmann and Chouippe [55] have shown the presence of wakes (with
volumes below the particle volume) in the vicinity of the particles for Ga = 0. In the settling
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cases, the small-scale structures are on contrary mainly dominated by the wakes arising from
the mean settling, and which lead to the increase of the standard deviation of Q. This does not
mean that worm-like structures are completely destroyed by the wakes however, but that they
are not the dominant small scale vortical structures at 0.5σ(Q) (those worms are for example still
present in the visualization of G180-R140 which features the largest turbulence intensity). We
recall that, in the absence of forced turbulence, the large-scale structure of the flow is character-
ized by large columns of wakes, that are here clearly visible (fig. 5). For the forced cases those
large patterns are less evident though, and we filter the velocity field with a filter width ∆ f ilt
with the aim of extracting more clearly those large eddies. We took a filter width ∆ f ilt = 3.7D
for G0-R120, and ∆ f ilt = 5.6D for the other cases (we used the same width in multiple of the
Kolmogorov length in the single-phase case R95). As expected, filtering smoothes out the veloc-
ity gradients, decreases the standard deviation of Q and lets its pdf tend towards Gaussian (cf.
figure 4). We used this criterion to visualize the large-scale structures of the flow in the same
manner as for the unfiltered field, this time with the threshold 1.5σ(Q f ilt) for all cases (where
Q f ilt is the box-filtered Q field). No adjustment of the threshold was here necessary for the set-
tling cases to ensure that the corresponding probabilities of Q f ilt stay roughly equal, and that this
thresholds provided similar probability to its unfiltered equivalent (yellow contours on figures
5 and 6). The large scale structure obtained with the filtering procedure features similar charac-
teristics as those obtained by representation of the low pressure regions of the unfiltered field.
In the absence of gravity both single phase and particle-laden cases feature elongated vortices of
larger size in the vicinity of the smaller worms that concentrate inside and around those large
eddies. Note that this “vortex-within-vortex” scenario has been documented in previous single-
phase studies (cf. e.g. the excellent visualization of Bürger et al. [6]). In the pure sedimentation
case, we observe the presence of large structures that most probably result from the formation
of vortical structures in the mixing zones induced by the wake columns, in accordance with the
observation of Uhlmann and Doychev [56]. As expected, forced turbulence reduces the signature
of those vertical columns that become barely visible on the visualizations (fig 6). It also seems
that large-scale structures of similar size as the single phase equivalent are still present, with an
orientation mostly directed in the vertical and horizontal direction. This behaviour is consistent
with the description of the “banana-shape” structures proposed by Ferrante and Elghobashi [15],
but a more systematic analysis should be performed to measure the impact of the settling on the
large eddies of the flow.
Cases G178-R95 and G180-R140 differ mainly by the interaction between large vortices and
the wakes, and consequently the concentration of small-scale vortices with respect to the larger
ones. On the one hand the wakes mostly disrupt and shorten the large-scale vortical structures
for the case G178-R95, while on the other hand they also accumulate in the vicinity of the large
eddies for the case G180-R140. As a result, relatively large regions with a more important density
of wakes develop for G180-R140, while for G178-R95 those regions have a smaller extent and do
not seem to sample preferential regions of the filtered field. This trend is consistent with the level
of concentration that will be described in the next section. G178-R95 and G180-R140 do not only
differ by their turbulence intensity, but also by the length scales of the flow with respect to the
particle size. The Kolmogorov length is slightly smaller for Ga180-R140 (ηSP = 0.12D) than for
Ga178-R95 (ηSP = 0.15D) while large-eddy length are larger for Ga180-R140 (LSP = 47.8D) than
for Ga178-R95 (LSP = 32.8D). As an effect, one could expect the particles and their wakes to
be more affected by the large scales of the forced turbulence for the case G180-R140 than G178-
R95, by getting expelled outside of those large scale vortices according to the model initially
proposed for point-particles. This could explain the observation on figure 6 that, contrarily to
the case G178-R95, some particles seem to be located in the vicinity of the large structures in the
case G180-R140 and probably rotating around them according to the orientation of their wakes.
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A more systematic investigation of those events (including an analysis of time-resolved data)
is however necessary to conclude on their statistical evidence as well as their actual impact on
potential particle accumulation.
4 The dispersed phase
We now the behaviour of the dispersed phase and propose to focus first on the possible modifi-
cation of the settling velocity of the particles and considering then the ability of the particles to
form large or small scale clusters.
4.1 Settling velocity
The interaction with the background turbulence will also lead to a modification of the settling
velocity of the particles. To estimate this settling velocity we need to define a relative velocity be-
tween the particles and the fluid. To do so we first use an apparent velocity u(i)rel = (u
(i)
rel,x, u
(i)
rel,y, u
(i)
rel,z)
T
corresponding to the difference between the ith particle velocity and the mean flow, viz.
u(i)rel(t) = v
(i)(t)− 〈u〉Ω f (t) . (14)
We introduce then the average settling velocity wrel corresponding to the average over all parti-
cles of the vertical component of this apparent slip velocity, namely
wrel(t) =
〈
u(i)rel,z
〉
p
(t) . (15)
Figure 7 gives the time evolution of this velocity, scaled by the gravitational velocity scale ug. It
shows that turbulence tends to decrease the settling velocity for both cases G178-R95 and G180-
R140 with respect to the multiple particle settling configuration G178, in accordance with the
observations of Fornari et al. [17] and Chouippe and Uhlmann [7]. It shows that the resulting
settling velocity tends towards the value of one single particle falling in quiescent flow, with a
difference of few percents. Case G178-R95 features an increase of 1.1% while G180-R140 shows a
decrease of 0.6%. Nonlinear drag effects are known to induce a reduction of the settling velocity
[41, 52, 58], and Homann et al. [27] proposed a model to estimate the amplitude of this reduction
depending on the turbulence intensity. This model relies on adding a Gaussian perturbation
that possesses the same standard deviation as the forced turbulence to the velocity seen by the
particles, and to estimate how the induced modification of the drag would affect the mean settling
velocity. We applied this model to the configurations explored here and found that turbulence
should induce a reduction of the settling velocity of 0.7% (3.1%) for case G178-R95 (G180-R140).
This model is not meant to reproduce collective effects (e.g. wake attractions, modification of the
flow structures), but partially explains the reductions observed here.
In order to account for the local properties of the velocity field in the vicinity of the particles,
we introduce for each particle with index “i” a velocity uS(i) defined as the average velocity over
a sphere S(i) of radius RS and centered at the particle’s center. We then define the corresponding
relative velocity u
S(i)
rel , according to
u
S(i)
rel (t) = v
(i)(t)− uS(i)(t). (16)
This definition has been introduced in [35] and tested for different shell radii RS. Using a radius
RS = 1.5D has been shown to be a good compromise between not being too much affected by the
particle wakes and still being representative of the local properties of the surrounding velocity
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field. We introduce a subsequent settling velocity wSre f defined as the vertical component of the
particle average relative velocity based upon sphere-averaging, viz. wSre f = 〈u
S(i)
rel,z〉p. The time
evolution of this settling velocity is also represented on figure 7. Similar to the pure multiparticle
settling case, it shows that the Reynolds number based upon the sphere-averaged velocity (eq.
16) is always smaller than its global equivalent, meaning that the particle velocity tends to adapt
to its surrounding. Here as well a monotonous trend is observed with respect to the influence
of the relative intensity of the turbulence, with a smaller falling velocity obtained for the largest
turbulence intensity. It appears indeed that the turbulence intensity tends to monotonously affect
the mean apparent relative velocity wrel as well as the mean vertical component representative of
the velocity difference between the particles and their vicinity wSrel (cf. figure 7).
We introduce the instantaneous angle αp between the relative particle velocity vector and the
vertical axis, defined by the following relation
tan(αp) =
√
u2rel,x + u
2
rel,y∣∣urel,z∣∣ . (17)
The p.d.f. of the settling angle is depicted on figure 8 and shows a shift of the peak of probability
towards larger angles with increasing turbulence intensity, as well as a broadening of the distri-
butions. Note that the peak of probability for the case G178 is approximately located at the angle
which would be observed in the case of one isolated sphere settling in a still fluid (i.e. αp = 5.2◦).
We introduce three reference angles tan(αire f ) = (2u
SP
rms)
1/2/|VT + i × uSPrms| with i = {−1, 0, 1},
and observe that the peak is centered around the reference angle α0re f . The spreading of the distri-
bution seems also to be linked with the enlargement of the range [α−1re f , α
1
re f ] with the turbulence
intensity, which implies an increase of the relative horizontal motion of the particles induced by
turbulence.
Figure 7(b) shows the normalized p.d.f. of the resulting Reynolds number (based on the
sphere-averaged relative velocity). Interestingly, the shape of the distribution does not high-
light any significant influence of the forced turbulence suggesting that the evolution of the local
motion of the particle is dominated by the wakes. This last point can also be emphasized by
considering the p.d.f. of the fluid velocity (not the relative velocity), represented on figure 9.
The distinction has been indeed made between p.d.f. accounting for the total fluid domain, and
the domain occupied by the spheres S(i). It shows a mild increase of the probability for finding
large vertical and horizontal velocities in the vicinity of the particles. These points will be further
discussed in § 5.2. We then slightly adapted the definition of the local velocity uS(i) such as to
account only for the flow upstream of the particles. To do so we first introduce an "incoming"
flow velocity U(i)in taken as the negative particle velocity, viz.
U(i)in,1(t) = −v(i) , (18)
or as the negative sphere-averaged relative velocity similar to the work of Cisse et al. [9]:
U(i)in,2(t) = −u
S(i)
rel (t) . (19)
Next we average over the set of points x located upstream of the particle, i.e. those for which the
following condition holds:
(x− xp(i)) ·Uiin,j < 0 with j = 1, 2 . (20)
In the following we will denote the relative velocity obtained with the first and second defini-
tions by u
S(i)
rel, f 1 and u
S(i)
rel, f 2 respectively, the corresponding fluid velocity sampled at the front of
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the sphere by u
S(i)
f 1 and u
S(i)
f 2 respectively.
Figure 10 gives the evolution of the p.d.f. of the fluid sampled either on the totality of the fluid
domain, or on the totality of the particle-centered sphere S(i) with a radius equal to three times
the particle radius, or on the front of the spheres according to both definitions. As we can see the
distinction made on the portion of the spheres to be sampled for the statistics has little influence.
This distinction has a slightly larger affect on the resulting relative velocity between the particles
and the incoming fluid (figure 7). The absolute value of the settling velocity obtained with the
two variants where the fluid velocity seen by the particles is computed on the upstream-facing,
particle-centered hemisphere is systematically smaller by one to two percent. This result is pre-
sumably related to the typical structure of the wake flow in the vicinity of the particles which
does not only feature a (low-velocity) downstream recirculation region, but also a (high-velocity)
transverse displacement region. This point probably merits further investigation in the future.
For the present purpose, however, the comparison of the three different definitions of a relative
velocity confirm the observed mild trend of a decrease (in absolute value) with turbulence inten-
sity of its mean value.
4.2 Clustering
We now turn to the tendency of the particles to form clusters. We choose to base our characteri-
zation of the clustering on the Voronoï tesselation analysis proposed by Monchaux et al. [39] and
Monchaux et al. [40]. It consists in dividing the total volume into Np subvolumes V (i)Vor defined for
each particle (i), such that every point contained in the volume V (i)Vor is closer to the ith particle’s
center than to any other particle. The volumes obtained can then be interpreted as the inverse of
a concentration since dense regions containing more particles than the rest will be characterized
by small Voronoï volumes and conversely. This method has several advantages: it provides an
objective diagnostic for clustering by comparing the p.d.f. of the Voronoï volumes normalized to
its random equivalent. A set or randomly distributed particles, with positions taken from ran-
dom Poisson process will give a p.d.f. following a gamma distribution. This p.d.f. is universal
with coefficients numerically estimated by Ferenc and Neda [14], but in the case of finite-size
particle the p.d.f. looses its universality as it will be affected by the condition on particles to not
overlap. The coefficients are then function of the particle volume fraction and the size of the total
domain. The comparison between the p.d.f.’s of the cases considered here and the random equiv-
alent represented on figure 12 is a typical example for clustering diagnostic: we indeed observe
that the p.d.f.’s differ for all simulated cases to the random equivalent, in favor of an increase of
probability to see small and large Voronoï volumes. The increase of the probability to have small
Voronoï volumes is indeed to be interpreted as the sign of local enhancement of particle concen-
tration (i.e. clusters) while the increase of the probability to have large volumes is the sign of
local decrease of this concentration (i.e. voids). The two volumes (V clusVor and VvoidVor ) corresponding
to the crossing points between the p.d.f.s of the simulated cases and their random equivalent can
then be taken as an objective criterion for determining whether particles belong to a cluster or
a void region: every particle with a Voronoï volumes smaller than V clusVor will belong to a cluster
while every particle with a volume larger than VvoidVor will belong to a void region [39].
We quantify the level of clustering with the evolution of the standard deviation of the Voronoï
volumes. Its time evolution is represented on figure 11(a) and compared to the random configu-
ration. A set of randomly distributed particles is characterized by a standard deviation approxi-
mately 0.4 while clustering is be characterized by an increase of this standard deviation. Figure 11
recalls that the pure multiparticle settling case G178 is characterized by significant clustering [56],
and that the non-settling case G0-R120 with turbulence shows small but statistically significant
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clustering [55]. Here we observe in the case G178-R95 that turbulence tends to rapidly disturb the
clusters present in the initial condition without completely destroying them, the resulting stan-
dard deviation of the Voronoï volume being larger than its random equivalent with an increase
of roughly 10%. Interestingly the influence of the turbulence intensity is non-monotonous (fig
11(b)), as the level of clustering is larger for G180-R140 than G178-R95. Both of them are indeed
lower than in the pure multiparticle settling, meaning that the disturbance induced by the forced
turbulence tends to decrease the level of clustering. But an increase of the turbulence intensity
from G178-R95 to G180-R140 does not induce a decrease of the level of clustering. To our knowl-
edge the work of Fiabane et al. [16] is the only one that details experimental evidence of clustering
of finite-size for heavy particles in forced turbulence. The Galileo numbers investigated were of
the order of 10, and the configurations studied evidenced strong clustering. However, the rela-
tive turbulence intensity in those experiments was much higher than here with urms/VT ranging
from 0.7 to 4.5.
Let us now move on to the characteristics of the clusters, which are reconstructed as follows:
we first extract the Voronoï volumes below the threshold V clusVor and reconstruct the cluster by
finding all cells that are connected. The simulations employ periodic boundary conditions in
the three spatial directions and we included this periodicity in the reconstruction of the clusters.
We slightly adapted the choice of the threshold V clusVor in order to take a value common for all the
cases. We indeed observed that this threshold has an impact on the volume Vclus/〈VVor〉 featuring
the highest probability. We selected V clusVor = 0.64〈VVor〉, which is representative of the crossing
points obtained for the cases simulated here (fig. 12). We obtained that the mean cluster volume
〈Vclus〉 approximately equals to 235η3 for G178-R95 and 3000η3 for G180-140, corresponding to
a linear dimension of the clusters of 6.2η and 14.6η respectively, which is of the same order as
the previous observations of the literature [1, 42]. Figure 13 depicts the p.d.f.s of the obtained
cluster volumes scaled by the mean Voronoï volume, for the cases simulated here as well as a set
of random distributed particles which possesses the same geometrical properties (particle radius
and size of the domain) and solid volume fraction as cases G178-R95 and G180-R140. It presents
the same features as the p.d.f.’s observed with two-dimensional experimental visualizations by
Sumbekova et al. [50] and in three-dimensional visualizations by Uhlmann and Chouippe [55],
with a peak of cluster volume followed by an power law decay over nearly two decades and an
exponential decay for the largest clusters.
Goto and Vassilicos [23] proposed a model distribution of clusters and voids for two-dimensional
simulations by assuming that they mimic the self-similarity of turbulent eddies. By doing so they
obtained an exponential decay of clusters area of -5/3, which have been further observed exper-
imentally by Sumbekova et al. [50]. An extension of this model to three-dimensional cluster
detection gives a -16/9 exponential decay [55], and provides a good trend of the decay for all
the cases explored here. Interestingly the set of random particle positions considered here for
comparison provides the same trend with a peak located between approximately 0.4〈VVor〉 and
0.8〈VVor〉, and an inertial range with exponential decay following the -16/9 slope. The difference
to the randomness lies in the structure of the smallest and largest clusters that are more probable
in the simulations, and in the extent of the inertial range. A possible scenario would be that tur-
bulence tends to affect the smallest accumulation zones by making them smaller and therefore
increasing the particle concentration. On the other side of the volume distribution we observe
that turbulence increases the probability to observe large clusters compared to the random ref-
erence. The graph also shows that gravity likewise tends to increase the probability of finding
large-volume clusters as compared to the random data, i.e. all cases involving particle settling are
above the zero-gravity data for Vc/〈VVor〉 ≥ 200. The observed differences between the settling
case without turbulence (G178) and those with the two different levels of background turbulence
(G178-R95, G180-R140) in terms of the cluster volume at the large-scale end of the spectrum are
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probably not significant as compared to the statistical uncertainty. However, we will see below
that the clusters’ geometrical aspect ratio is clearly affected by turbulence, which suggests that
the principal action of turbulence is to modify the shape of gravity-induced clusters.
In order to get more insight into the geometrical properties of the clusters, we considered their
spatial extension. To do so, we looked for the smallest cuboid, with faces aligned with the three
global coordinate directions, that is able to contain each cluster, and we define the directional ex-
tension of the cluster as the side length of the corresponding cuboid. We then analyzed the aspect
ratio, defined here as the ratio between the extension of the cluster in the vertical direction Lzc to
its extension in any of the horizontal directions Lxc or L
y
c . The evolution of the mean aspect ratio
of the clusters is shown in fig. 14. It shows that settling tends to elongate the largest clusters in the
vertical direction. For any significant cluster size, the aspect ratio in general increases with the
cluster volume. Here the largest values are obtained for the pure settling case G178, while in the
forced turbulence cases G178-R95 and G180-R140 the elongation is significantly smaller. Inter-
estingly, the curves corresponding to the two different turbulence intensities presently simulated
practically collapse.
5 Discussion
We have seen in the previous sections that the relative intensity I of the forced turbulence with
respect to the original settling velocity does not necessarily bring a monotonous trend: although
it progressively decreases the falling speed of the particles, it decreases the level of clustering
without displaying a clear progression of this reduction with I. The visualizations based upon
the Q criterion highlighted a flow dominated at small scales either by worm-like vortical struc-
tures (in the absence of buoyancy) or by wakes (for Ga 6= 0). The large scales are characterized by
large vortices that are progressively disrupted by the wakes’ contribution as turbulence intensity
decreases. Here we will discuss several aspects of the interaction mechanisms suggested in the
literature, focusing on the potential influence of the various time scales, on the centrifugal mech-
anism, and on the potentially related preferential sampling of the flow. A special attention will
also be given regarding the tendency of gravity to increase particle accumulation compared to
the situations featuring no buoyancy effect. As the large eddies of the flow appear to be affected
by the presence of the particles, in the settling configurations, we discuss to which extent those
two-way coupling effects can have an impact on the aforementioned interaction mechanisms.
5.1 Considerations on the time scales
It is common to introduce a Stokes number based upon the Kolmogorov time scale to measure
the ratio between the time-scale of the particles and the typical time scale of the smallest eddies of
the flow, namely Stη = τp/τη , where the relaxation time scale of the particles τp = D2ρp/(18νρ f )
is taken from the Stokes drag. Note that this definition of the particle time-scale is sometimes
adapted in the literature in order to account for added mass effects, except if the density ratio is
very large. In the case of point-particles it is commonly expected to see maximal preferential ac-
cumulation for Stokes number of the order of 1 [3, 10]. Yoshimoto and Goto [62] have shown that
clustering can still appear for larger Stokes number, meaning that not only the smallest eddies
are playing a role in the clustering mechanism but larger ones can be involved. They introduced
a resonance condition, namely that eddies of size ` and timescale τ(`) will centrifuge out a heavy
particle with a relaxation time scale τp if the corresponding Stokes number St` = τp/τ(`) is con-
tained between 0.1 and 2. Preferential accumulation results then from the interaction with the
range of eddies for which the resonance condition is fulfilled.
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In the absence of gravity, we observe here a relatively small degree of clustering for G0-R120,
which is in accordance with the resonance model since Stη ≈ 2.5 and Ste ≈ 0.05 for this case.
The flow should then contain eddies that are capable of expelling particles. The particle will
barely feel the influence of any smaller eddies, and will be swept by the larger ones. The order
of magnitude of Stη indicates however that the smallest scales verifying this resonance condition
should be of the same order as the Kolomogorov length-scale, and consequently smaller than the
particles themselves (we remind that this case features D/η ≈ 5.5). The centrifugal scenario is
hence not realistic at the small range, which might explain that the accumulation level achieved
is actually low. Uhlmann and Chouippe [55] considered another configuration at Ga = 0 (cf.
their case “D11”) which features the same turbulence characteristics as the current G180-R140
case, with slightly larger particles (D/η = 11). This case features Stokes numbers Stη = 10.7 and
Ste = 0.29, and, consistently, presents smaller accumulation level than G0-R120. Judging from
the consideration of these two reference cases without gravity, it would therefore be expected
from a configuration presenting the same geometrical and turbulence characteristics as G180-
R140 but no gravity effects to display a relatively small clustering level. This means that once
gravity effects set in, we obtain a global enhancement of this particle accumulation, which can be
potentially explained by different mechanisms that we will discuss next.
The first one is the attraction between particles, that is induced by their wakes and which is
clearly at play in the pure settling case (G178). It would be then expected to see the level of clus-
tering monotonously decreasing with the turbulence intensity, contrarily to the trend observed.
Consequently this mechanism does not completely explain the enhancement of the accumula-
tion.
Another candidate that can be proposed concerns the influence that gravity has on the inter-
action time scales between fluid and particles. In the original resonance model, the time-scale
τ(`) of an eddy ` does not correspond to the time actually seen by a particle settling through
this eddy, which can be roughly estimated by τ(S)(`) = `/VT . This concept can be connected
to the so-called "crossing trajectory effect" introduced by Yudine [63], which refers to the ten-
dency of heavy particles to continuously change their fluid neighborhood while falling, resulting
in a decorrelation of the fluid velocity along particles trajectories [43, 59]. Crossing trajectory
effects appear to decrease particle dispersion and to have a negligible influence for turbulence
intensity larger than unity [11, 59]. It can be first verified that the settling time scale does not
exceed its characteristic time scale with the condition τ(`) > τ(S)(`). This is indeed the case,
since for the large eddies we have τe/τ
(S)
e = 1/I (with I < 1), and for the Kolmogorov length
scale τη/τ
(S)
η ∼
√
Reλ/I. We introduce the surrogate Stokes number St
(S)
` = τp/τ
(S)
` , which
takes into account the reduced interaction time due to the mean relative velocities. It shows that
turbulence intensity tends to decrease the Stokes number based on the large scales according to
St(S)e = Ste/I, and that both Reynolds number and relative turbulence intensity affect the Stokes
number of the small scales with St(S)η = Stη
√
Reλ/(151/4 I). Gravity will consequently have the
effect of increasing the value of the apparent Stokes number representative of the largest eddies,
which would tend to promote the occurrence of preferential accumulation. Gravity will also have
the effect of filtering out the influence of the smallest eddies of the flow upon the particle motion
by increasing St(S)η .
In order to have a better impression on how this can affect the motion of the particle, we go
back to the size ` of the eddy that would realize τp/τ(`) = α. This eddy should verify
`
D
=
(
D
η
)2( ρp
18αρ f
)2
(21)
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This can be used to estimate the size of the smallest eddy realizing the resonance condition (α =
2), which in the present case turns out to yield non realistic values (`/D ≈ 0.4 for G178-R95 and
`/D ≈ 0.6 for G180-R140). This means that this resonance can only be verified at larger scales,
leading to a narrower range of resonance. Looking now at the size of the eddy ` that would verify
the settling-aware condition on the time-scale ratio, viz. τp/τ(S)(`) = α leads to the following
relation for the eddy size:
`
D
=
ρp
18αρ f
ReT (22)
with ReT = DVT/ν. In this context, the smallest eddies verifying the resonance condition (α = 2)
would be of the order of 10η. This means that the centrifuge mechanism leading to particle
accumulation that these flow structures have upon the particle motion is potentially active.
5.2 Preferential sampling
We now turn to the structure of the velocity field. According to the preferential sweeping scenario
of Wang and Maxey [58], the particles preferentially sample the downward-flowing regions, re-
sulting in increased settling speed. Contrarily, in the present case we have seen that no clear
modification of the settling speed is observed (section 3), with a small decrease of the velocity
obtained for G180-R140 and a small increase for G178-R95. We have seen that non-linear drag
effects could explain the slight speed reduction for the case G180-R140, but that by itself it would
induce a slight reduction in the other one as well. We have therefore investigated whether par-
ticles sample specific regions of the flow to test if there is a potential competition between fast
tracking and non-linear drag effects. We considered for this the probability density of the fluid
velocity field, as represented on figure 9. We separated the horizontal and vertical components
and observed a similar trend as what was obtained at lower Reynolds number [7] or in verti-
cal turbulent channel flow [54], namely that the fluid velocity fluctuations lose their Gaussian
behaviour for amplitudes larger than approximately three times their standard deviations, and
that a negative skewness arises, due to the formation of wakes. Note that a similar trend was
also observed for G178 in the case of purely particle induced turbulence [12]. Comparing the
velocity p.d.f. for both G178-R95 and G180-R140 shows also that, as expected, the system with
the lowest turbulence intensity will deviate more from the Gaussian distribution than the other
one that keeps a nearly Gaussian evolution of the horizontal velocity for fluctuation amplitudes
up to five times the standard deviation. We then explore the fluid velocity field in the vicinity of
the particles, by looking at the field on the sphere surface S (i) used for the computation of the
local relative velocities in section 3. Note that the difference in the current analysis is that we look
at the very velocity seen by the particles, not at the relative velocity with respect to the particle
motion. For more clarity we represented the p.d.f.’s of the velocity fluctuations in linear scale on
figure 15, and compared the results with a set of randomly distributed particles. It shows that the
particles tend to sample downward-flowing regions, and an estimation of the mean vertical fluid
velocity seen by the particle yields 〈uS(i)z 〉p− 〈uz〉Ω f ≈ −0.072ug (−0.079ug) for G178-R95 (G180-
R140). This point is however difficult to separate from the particles’ influence on a meso-scale,
since large downward flow events are generated by the wakes of multiple particles in proximity.
We have also tested whether particles belonging to a cluster sample the flow differently than the
entire set of particles. We observe that particles in clusters seem to avoid regions with the largest
velocity amplitude (fig. 9), with a slight shift towards positive uz for G178-M95 (cf. fig. 15). In
this case, particles falling through uz > 0 regions would decelerate, which could be in favour of
preferential accumulation but not of an augmentation of the falling speeds. In case G180-R140,
the particles in clusters seem to avoid the regions of low velocity amplitude, which can be a sign
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that particles are expelled outside of the vortices. We explored the evolution of Q in the vicin-
ity of the particles (i.e. estimated on the particle-centered spheres S(i)) and the corresponding
p.d.f.’s show an increase of the probability to sample regions of large strain or large vorticity (fig.
4). This last result indicates that several mechanisms involved are here in competition, with no
clear distinction on the dominant one.
5.3 Influence of two-way coupling
The precedent considerations tend to propose a scenario to explain how gravity can promote
the formation of clusters by shifting the apparent Stokes numbers towards larger values, and fil-
tering by this the influence of the small scale structures in favour of the larger eddies. But this
model does not account for any transformation of the eddies induced by the settling. The sur-
rogate Stokes number representative of the largest scales yields for instance St(S)e = 1.1 and 0.75
respectively for G178-R95 and G180-R140, which does not necessarily justify the augmentation
of σ(VVor) observed from G178-R95 to G180-R140.
However, we have seen that a decrease of the relative turbulence intensity can also affect the
coherence of the background turbulence, with a partial destruction of the large scale by the wakes
(fig. 6). The aforementioned Stokes numbers refer to the single phase large eddy time scale, but
we have seen that the particles tend to increase the dissipation, with the effect of decreasing this
large eddy time-scale (assuming that the relation τTPe = uTPrms/εTP still holds). As a result, the
corresponding time-scales yield τTPe /τSPe ≈ 0.10 (0.18) for G178-R95 (G180-R140), which can
partially explain the difference observed in the amount of clustering. This destruction can also
be the signature of the formation of large-scale columnar flow structures of the pure settling con-
figurations [56], which will further affect the preferential sampling in favor of particle-induced
downward-flowing regions. This means that increasing the influence of the settling has two ef-
fects in competition: on the one hand it filters the influence of the small scales and enhances the
impact of the large scales, on the other hand it disrupts the structure of the large scales, reducing
by this their effect on the particle motion. As those effects are difficult to decouple, it would be
of interest in the future to systematically vary the turbulence intensity.
6 Conclusion
We have simulated the motion of a dilute suspension of fully-resolved, finite-size particles un-
der the combined action of gravity and homogeneous-isotropically forced turbulence in triply-
periodic domains. The solid-to-fluid density ratio was fixed at 1.5 and the Galileo number at
approximately 180 which corresponds to a parameter point for which strong wake-induced clus-
tering has been reported in the absence of turbulence [56]. Two simulations have been performed
with Taylor-scale Reynolds numbers 95, 140 and particle diameters corresponding to 7, 8.5 Kol-
mogorov lengths, respectively. In the absence of gravity, these parameters fall into the range
investigated by Uhlmann and Chouippe [55], who have reported slight turbulence-induced par-
ticle clustering which has been statistically linked to the properties of the fluid acceleration field.
The present work therefore brings the two effects of turbulence and gravity together at parameter
points intersecting as much as possible with these earlier studies. The two present simulations
differ in their value for the relative turbulence intensity (0.14 and 0.22), which describes the rela-
tive importance of these two effects, arguably the principal parameter here.
We find that the average settling velocity (defined as an apparent slip velocity, i.e. averaging
separately over each phase and in time, then subtracting both values) is only slightly different
from the one for an isolated particle settling in ambient fluid, with an increase by approximately
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1% at the lower turbulence intensity and a decrease by 0.6% for the higher turbulence intensity.
At the same time the level of particle clustering, quantified with the aid of Voronoï tessellation
analysis, is presently found to be intermediate between the strong clustering of the ambient set-
tling case and the weak clustering of the gravity-free case. This result is not surprising, since
forced background turbulence can be expected to interfere with the formation of wake-induced
clusters on the different scales of the turbulent spectrum. However, it turns out that the present
simulation with the larger value of relative turbulence intensity leads to the larger level of clus-
tering. This means that the tendency to cluster does not monotonously decay as a function of
turbulence intensity. As forced background turbulence reduces the level of wake-induced clus-
tering, it simultaneously enables clustering due to preferential concentration. Unfortunately, the
limited data which we have available (essentially four data points, cf. figure 11b) does not allow
us to further map out the competition between these two opposing effects.
We have analyzed the velocity seen by the particles through sampling and averaging the fluid
velocity field on a sphere with radius equal to three particle radii, centered on each particle. It is
observed that on average the particles in the present simulations are exposed to more negative
vertical fluid velocity than the simple space average. We believe that this result is related to
the collective effect of particles having a relatively high probability of being located in the wake
region of one or more other particles. On the other hand, the vertical component of the relative
velocity computed with the fluid velocity seen by each particle is on average significantly smaller
(in amplitude) than the apparent slip velocity, and, therefore, also smaller than the single-particle
settling speed (by 5-7%). A straightforward estimate of the non-linear drag effect (based upon
standard quasi-steady drag and the assumption of identically distributed Gaussian fluid velocity
fluctuations, as e.g. shown by Homann et al. [27]) predicts a reduction of the settling speed of the
order of one percent for the present cases.
Based upon the Voronoï tessellation data we have performed a cluster identification analysis
(connecting neighboring Voronoï cells which have a cell volume below a threshold value). We
find that the probability distribution of the cluster volumes follows a power-law consistent with
the model proposed by Goto and Vassilicos [22] in two space dimensions, as already reported
in Uhlmann and Chouippe [55] in the absence of gravity. We note that the same power-law is
also exhibited by a random particle distribution, the difference between the various data-sets
lying in the tails of the distribution. Most significantly, strong clustering corresponds to much
larger probabilities for observing very large clusters. We also observe that forced turbulence has a
strong effect upon the geometrical aspect ratio of the clusters: the ratio between the cluster extent
in the vertical and the horizontal direction is strongly decreased in both present simulations (as
compared to the case without turbulence) for practically all relevant cluster sizes.
Finally we have discussed different mechanisms through which the coherent flow structures
are commonly believed to affect the particle motion. The discussion has focused on vortical
structures educed via the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor, and our arguments
are based upon visualizations and considerations of the various time scales of the system. We
have identified the influence of gravity upon the interaction time scales between a given eddy
and a settling particle (at the origin of the crossing trajectory effect) as one potential reason for
the different clustering characteristics in our two simulations. The essence is that, as shown by
Yoshimoto and Goto [62] for the simplest point-particle model, particles can be expected to in-
teract with a range of flow scales for which a kind of resonance condition is fulfilled, based upon
a comparison of time scales (i.e. Stokes numbers). Now taking into account the mean relative
velocity (due to settling) leads to a correction of the relevant Stokes number, proportional to the
inverse of the relative turbulence intensity. For cases with turbulence intensity below unity, this
has the effect of reducing the expected relevance of the small scales for the motion of particles
which are larger than the Kolmogorov scale. On the other hand it brings the largest flow scales
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closer towards resonance with the particles by increasing their associated Stokes number. There-
fore, under this scenario gravity would further decrease the effect of the smallest flow scales
upon particles which are larger than the Kolmogorov scale, and it would promote the effect (be-
yond pure sweeping) due to the largest scales. This gravity-induced shift of the resonant range of
scales might be at the origin of the increase in clustering with turbulence intensity. Other scenar-
ios, however, cannot be excluded as an explanation, such as the influence of the settling particles
upon the carrier phase.
As an outlook of the present study we recommend on the one hand to extend the parameter
space by performing additional systematic studies varying independently the relative turbulence
intensity, the particle diameter and the Galileo number. On the other hand, we believe that it will
be highly useful to generate time-resolved series of instantaneous data in order to allow for a
detailed analysis of the dynamics of the interaction between particles and coherent structures.
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Figure 1: Visualization of particle positions for both types of initial state used in the current study: (a-c)
columns (corresponding to the final state of the case G178) used in G178-R95, (d-f) Randomly distributed
particles used in G180-R140.
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Figure 2: Time evolution of the different terms in the budget of the volume averaged kinetic energy: 0 =
−d 〈Ek〉Ω /dt− εΩ +Ψ(t) +Ψ(p) scaled by the dissipation of the corresponding single phase simulation for
case G178-R95 (a) and G180-R140 (b). Linestyle: (−d 〈Ek〉Ω /dt), (−εΩ), Ψ(t), Ψ(p)
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Figure 3: (a) Longitudinal two-point correlation function in the z-coordinate direction, Rww(rz). Linestyle:
G178-R95, G180-R140, G178, R95
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case σ(Q)/ωrms σ(Q f ilt)/ωrms
G178-R95 2.96× 101 6.59× 10−1
G180-R140 6.22× 101 2.66
G178 3.07× 101 6.23× 10−1
R95 1.49× 101 1.95× 10−1
Figure 4: P.d.f. of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor, Q, [29] for the unfiltered field (solid
lines) and the filtered field (dashed lines). The field has been filtered with a box-filter of width ∆ f ilt =
89∆x for the particle-laden cases (corresponding to ∆ f ilt = 3.7D for the settling cases and ∆ f ilt = 5.6D
for G0-R120) and ∆ f ilt = 45∆x for the single phase case such as to keep the same ratio ∆ f ilt/ηSP as G178-
R95. The dashed-dotted lines correspond to the values of Q sampled on the spheres S(i) centered on the
particles. Linestyle: G180-R140, G178-R95, G178, R95. The table lists the standard deviation of
Q computed for the unfiltered field (Q) and the filtered field (Q f ilt).
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Figure 5: Isocontour of Q for the unfiltered field (blue) and the filtered field (yellow) for the single phase
case R95 (a), the case G0-R120 (b) and the case G178 (d). The filter width is equal to ∆ f ilt = 89∆x for both
cases G0-R114 and G178, and to ∆ f ilt = 45∆x for R95. For the unfiltered field the isocontour corresponds
to Q = 1.5σ(Q) in the absence of gravity and Q = 0.5σ(Q) for M178, while the filtered field corresponds to
Q f ilt = 1.5σ(Q f ilt). For the three figures the visualizations represent one eighth of the domain in the depth
(into the page) and the total domain in the other two directions.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6: Isocontour of the Q criterion for the unfiltered field (blue) and the filtered field (yellow) for the case
M178-R95 (a) and G180-R140 (b). The filter width is equal to ∆ f ilt = 89∆x for both cases. For the unfiltered
field the isocontour corresponds to Q = 0.5σ(Q) while the filtered field corresponds to Q f ilt = 1.5σ(Q f ilt).
For both figures the visualizations represent one eighth of the domain in the depth (into the page) direction
and the total domain in the other two directions.
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Figure 7: (a) Time evolution of the settling velocity (continuous and dashed lines: wrel =
〈
u(i)rel,z
〉
p
, dots:
wSrel = 〈u
S(i)
rel,z〉p (cf. equ. 16), · one single particle in ambient flow, mean settling velocity for case G178,
· · ·mean settling velocity based on the velocity seen by the particles (wSrel) for case G178 (note that for G178
the two definitions correspond to the average both in time and over the set of particles). (b) Time average
of the mean settling velocity as a function of the turbulence intensity I = uSPrms/VT . The crosses correspond
to the apparent relative velocity wrel and circles to the relative velocity based upon the sphere averaging
procedure wSrel , square to w
S
rel, f 1 and stars to w
S
rel, f 2. Linestyle: G178-R95, G180-R140, G178
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Figure 8: (a) P.d.f. of the angle αp between the relative particle velocity vector and the vertical axis (in
degrees). The vertical lines indicate the location of the reference angles αire f defined as tan(α
i
re f ) =
(2uSPrms)1/2/|VT + i × uSPrms|. The dashed lines corresponds to α0re f and the dotted lines to α±1re f (we have
α−1re f < α
0
re f < α
1
re f ). (b) P.d.f. of the Reynolds number of the particles based on the shell averaged relative
velocities: Re
S(i)
p = D
∣∣∣uS(i)rel ∣∣∣ /ν. Linestyle: G180-R140, G178-R95, G178. The inset shows the same
data in linear scale.
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Figure 9: P.d.f. of the fluid velocity computed on different regions of the flow for the case (a) G178-R95 and
(b) G180-R140. Continuous lines represent the full domain occupied by the fluid Ω f , dashed-dotted lines
refer to the flow regions sampled by the spheres S(i) used for the computation of the local relative velocity.
The stars correspond to sampling on the particle-centered spheres of those particles which are members of
a cluster. Crosses refer to the velocities obtained when sampling over the particle-centered spheres, and
then averaging; the open circles are data from samples on the surface of randomly-placed spheres, and
then averaging. The dashed line indicates the Gaussian distribution. Colorstyle: vertical component,
horizontal component.
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Figure 10: P.d.f. of the fluid velocity computed on different regions of the flow for the case (a) G178-R95
and (b) G180-R140. Dashed-dotted lines refer to the flow regions sampled by the spheres S(i) used for the
computation of the local relative velocity, dashed lines to the velocities sampled at the front of the spheres
according to the first definition and the dotted lines to the front of the spheres according to the second
definition. The black dashed line remind the Gaussian distribution. Colorstyle: vertical component,
horizontal component.
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Figure 11: (a) Time evolution of the standard deviation of the volume of the Voronoï cells. For the cases
G180-R140, G178-R95 and G178 time is scaled by τg, for the case G0-R120 as gravity is set to zero we used
the time scale τ˜D = D/uSPrms for the scaling. (b) Time-mean of the standard deviation in (a) scaled by its
equivalent for a corresponding set of randomly distributed particles, plotted as a function of the relative
turbulence intensity. The crosses indicates the cases with settling, the green dash-dotted line the case G0-
R114, and the dashed line the random reference. Linestyle: G178-R95, G180-R140, G178, G0-
R120, randomly distributed particles.
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Figure 12: (a) P.d.f. of the volume of the Voronoï cells. The inset shows a close-up of the same data around
the lower cross-over points. Linestyle: G178-R95, G180-R140, G178, G0-R120, randomly
distributed finite-size particles.
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Figure 13: P.d.f. of the cluster volume Vc in logarithmic scale (a) and in linear scale (b). Linestyle: G178-
R95, G180-R140, G178, G0-R120, randomly distributed particles. In (a) the vertical dash-dotted
line indicates the clustering threshold volume, V clusVor ; the dark grey line is proportional to V−16/9c .
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Figure 14: Mean geometrical aspect ratio Ac = Lzc/Lx,yc of the clusters plotted as a function of the cluster
volume. G178-R95, G180-R140, G178, G0-R120, randomly distributed particles.
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Figure 15: P.d.f. of the fluid velocity (as in fig. 9), but here plotted in linear scale for case (a) G178-R95 and
(b) G180-R140. Continuous lines represent the full domain occupied by the fluid Ω f , dash-dotted lines
refer to the flow regions sampled by the spheres S(i) used for the computation of the local relative velocity.
The stars correspond to sampling on the particle-centered spheres of those particles which are members of
a cluster. Crosses refer to the velocities obtained when sampling over the particle-centered spheres, and
then averaging; the open circles are data from samples on the surface of randomly-placed spheres, and
then averaging. The dashed line indicates the Gaussian distribution. Colorstyle: vertical component,
horizontal component.
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